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Abstract

The contribution of biomass burning to the total aerosol loading over Monsoon Asia is both significant while also continuing to

increase in recent decades. To better match the spatio-temporal distribution of aerosols and trace gasses observed in the free

troposphere, this work applied a 3-D constrained emission inventory based on top-down remotely sensed NO2 measurement to

investigate the most extreme of the annually occurring biomass burning seasons in Monsoon Asia. In 2016 this constituted an

extreme event observed over a 6-day period covering millions of square kilometers, including over regions which are typically

in the rainy phase of the Monsoon at this time. The results are shown to be consistent with respect to TRMM precipitation,

AERONET measurements, MODIS AOD, MOPITT CO, and reanalysis meteorology, over both the biomass burning source

as well as the millions of square kilometers downwind both to the East and to the Southwest. Reproducing the observed

long-range transport pattern requires the time of biomass burning to be increased, regions not previously identified as burning

to be actual source regions, and the emissions of BC to be 6.6 to 11.9 time larger than current inventories. The underlying

mechanism for this long-range transport involves a new 3-D pathway that can occur during the transition from the North to

the South Monsoon. The results are also consistent with the new idea that large loadings of BC in the lower free troposphere

may significantly affect the meteorological field and the overall vertical distribution of aerosols in the tropical troposphere.
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Key Points: 

 New constrained emissions provide the best daily to weekly scale model fit with 
independent measurements in space, time, and magnitude. 

 Increases in BC emissions from 6.6 to 11.9 times are required to match the observed 
aerosol loadings in free tropospheric Monsoon Asia. 

 A new spatiotemporal pathway is observed to transport aerosols far to both the southwest 
and east to match extreme aerosol events. 

Abstract 
The contribution of biomass burning to the total aerosol loading over Monsoon Asia is both 
significant while also continuing to increase in recent decades. To better match the spatio-
temporal distribution of aerosols and trace gasses observed in the free troposphere, this work 
applied a 3-D constrained emission inventory based on top-down remotely sensed NO2 
measurement to investigate the most extreme of the annually occurring biomass burning seasons 
in Monsoon Asia. In 2016 this constituted an extreme event observed over a 6-day period 
covering millions of square kilometers, including over regions which are typically in the rainy 
phase of the Monsoon at this time. The results are shown to be consistent with respect to TRMM 
precipitation, AERONET measurements, MODIS AOD, MOPITT CO, and reanalysis 
meteorology, over both the biomass burning source as well as the millions of square kilometers 
downwind both to the East and to the Southwest. Reproducing the observed long-range transport 
pattern requires the time of biomass burning to be increased, regions not previously identified as 
burning to be actual source regions, and the emissions of BC to be 6.6 to 11.9 time larger than 
current inventories. The underlying mechanism for this long-range transport involves a new 3-D 
pathway that can occur during the transition from the North to the South Monsoon. The results 
are also consistent with the new idea that large loadings of BC in the lower free troposphere may 
significantly affect the meteorological field and the overall vertical distribution of aerosols in the 
tropical troposphere. 
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Plain Language Summary 
A new top-down 3-D emission inventory based on NO2 measurements is used to investigate the 
spatial-temporal distribution of extreme aerosol events spread over millions of square kilometers 
observed in March 2016, as confirmed by independent observations of aerosols, trace gasses, and 
precipitation. The results show a 6.6-11.9 times increase in BC emissions from known but 
underestimated and previously unidentified sources in Eastern India and Northern Southeast 
Asia. These new sources are required for models to successfully match extreme events measured 
over a 6-day period as far away as in Singapore, Malaysia, Sumatra, Taiwan and the Western 
Pacific. The transport pathway involves a complicated 3-D pathway of lofting to the free 
troposphere and interaction with the change in the East Asian Monsoon system. This work helps 
to understand how aerosols from new or mis-understood sources in South and Southeast Asia 
may ultimately lead to impacts on the environment both locally and thousands of kilometers 
away, and provides a pathway to analyze such previously untraceable events. 

1 Introduction 
Biomass burning makes a significant and continuously increasing contribution to the total 

aerosol emissions over the parts of South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia impacted by the 
Asian Monsoon (Cohen et al., 2018; Jin & Wang, 2017; N.-H. Lin et al., 2013; Jeffrey S. Reid et 
al., 2013; van der Werf et al., 2017). Almost all of the extreme aerosol events in this region, 
including those in megacities are either directly or in part due to biomass burning (Cohen & 
Wang, 2014). Such extreme loadings of aerosols have a significant impact on the atmospheric 
composition, the climate (Tao et al., 2012), the ecosystem (J. S. Reid et al., 2005), and human 
health (Streets et al., 2003; C. Wang, 2013). Furthermore, the impact of biomass burning on the 
environment is very uneven in space and time, having both a strong periodicity (annual or bi-
annual) as well as a high variability (inter-annual and intra-annual) (Cohen, 2014; Cohen et al., 
2011; Kaufman et al., 2002), making the overall impacts stronger over shorter temporal scales 
(from days to weeks) as compared to those from urban sources(Deng et al., 2020; Gonzalez-
Alonso et al., 2019). 

Biomass burning emissions are a significant source of aerosols and trace gases, including 
Black Carbon (BC), Organic Carbon (OC), VOCs, CO, and NO2, and indirectly contributing to 
ozone, secondary aerosols, and heat, which in turn generates buoyancy and associated ascending 
airflow (Aouizerats et al., 2015; Ramanathan & Carmichael, 2008). Hotter fires simultaneously 
generate more absorbing aerosols, stronger buoyancy, and a significant change in the NO2/CO 
ratio, all of which in turn may combine to increase the height of the emissions plume as 
compared to any individual forcing alone (S. Wang et al., 2020). Under these conditions, a 
significant amount of the total plume mass will frequently reach the free troposphere (Cohen et 
al., 2018; Gonzalez-Alonso et al., 2019; S. Wang et al., 2020), from which these sources will 
subsequently spread further downwind, whereby any impact on the atmospheric energy balance, 
circulation, clouds and precipitation, and the tropospheric distribution will spread over larger 
spatial scales (Streets et al., 2003). 

Trace gasses and aerosols take days to weeks to transport hundreds to thousands of 
kilometers downwind, during which time they continue to change due to in-situ physics and 
chemistry, leading to particle growth due to deposition of co-emitted semi-volatile species 
(Aouizerats et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2018), hydroscopic uptake of water (Chen et al., 2019; Tao 
et al., 2012), and coagulation (J. S. Reid et al., 2005). Furthermore, due to the large amount of 
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BC emitted by biomass burning, and the strong interactions between BC and solar radiation in 
this part of the world, enhanced interactions with visible radiation (Chung & Seinfeld, 2002; 
Ramanathan & Carmichael, 2008) especially as the aerosols continue to coat and age (Cohen et 
al., 2017; Cohen & Wang, 2014; S. Wang et al., 2020), should lead to greater overall stability 
and lifetime with respect to evaporation and cloud uptake (C. Wang, 2013). Accordingly, these 
aged aerosols tend to more strongly interact with visible radiation than more fresh particles 
(Chapman et al., 2009; Forkel et al., 2012; Grandey & Wang, 2019; Lau & Kim, 2006), leading 
to a stronger AOD and reduction in visibility per unit of aerosol mass, as well as other greater 
adverse effects on the environment and health (Abba et al., 2012; Pavagadhi et al., 2013). 

In Eastern India and Continental Southeast Asia (Myanmar, Northern Thailand, Laos and 
Northern Vietnam, and to a lesser extent in Cambodia and Southern Vietnam) there has been 
recurring and widespread biomass burning events in terms of emissions and geographic 
distribution, due to a significant change in forest coverage (including biomass fuel combustion 
consumption as high as 20 kgC/m2) and rapid economic and agricultural development over the 
past decade (Rosenfeld et al., 2014; van der Werf et al., 2006). These events occur annually, 
although with a significant amount of inter-annual and intra-annual viability in terms of their 
start time, duration, and intensity (Cohen, 2014). There is some speculation that these events may 
be impacted by climate variability including ENSO and the Indian Ocean Dipole (As-syakur et 
al., 2014; Cohen et al., 2017; Field et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2018; J. S. Reid et 
al., 2012). The general climatology of these biomass burning events was previously thought to be 
confined geographically within Southeast Asia itself, or to possibly extend eastward to Hainan 
and Guangxi or westward to Bangladesh (Hyer & Chew, 2010; N.-H. Lin et al., 2014). This is 
due to the fact that the winds in February and March over this region tend to have an East-West 
Flow as the Asian Monsoon transitions from its North-South mode into its South-North mode 
(Chang et al., 2005), leading this region being very dry with low surface wind speeds and intense 
radiation, thereby experiencing many wild-fires (Aouizerats et al., 2015; Cohen, 2014; van der 
Werf et al., 2008). However, recent work has established that in fact these sources can transport a 
significant amount of aerosol and trace gasses throughout Southern Greater China, and beyond to 
have an impact on Eastern Asia (Cohen et al., 2017; C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, & Lan, 2020). 

Due to the heavy rainfall experienced over the Maritime Continent during this time of 
year and coupled with a very weak North/South wind, there has never been any indication that 
these large biomass burning plumes were capable to advect up to 2000km to the south to have an 
impact on the Maritime Continent (Cohen et al., 2018; C. Wang, 2013). A detailed analysis the 
multi-year AERONET measurements in Southern Thailand (Songkla) and Malaysia (Penang), 
and decadal AERONET measurements in Singapore (Cohen & Wang, 2014) have never revealed 
any significant recurring aerosol events in this region during this time of the year. If any such 
transport were to occur in addition to the other issues raised, the highly variable topography 
would require a significant amount of aerosol lofting above the boundary layer, which present 
day models do not generally indicate occurs within Continental Southeast Asia (Xue et al., 
2020). Furthermore, most of the remaining datasets over this region tend to be based on surface 
measurements, which therefore would also likely miss the above-the-boundary layer transport 
that occurred, if it occurred at all. 

The current generation of atmospheric chemical transport models have been used to 
investigate the transport of biomass burning smoke in both Continental Southeast Asia and the 
Maritime Continent under the influence of El Niño and other meteorological factors (sea/land 
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breeze, trade wind, typhoon, and topography) during their respective dry and biomass burning 
periods (J. S. Reid et al., 2012; C. Wang, 2013). Some work has been able to obtain a good 
match with respect to ground-based observation of PM2.5 (Le et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019), 
PM10 (Hyer & Chew, 2010; C. Wang, 2013), carbon monoxide (CO) (Jeffrey S. Reid et al., 
2013; J. S. Reid et al., 2005), and ozone (Ding et al., 2013), within the respective sub-regions. 
However, to date, there has been no modeling study able to match the large-scale and coherent 
plumes in terms of space and time identified in Cohen (Cohen, 2014), Cohen et al. (Cohen et al., 
2017), and Lin et al. (C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, & Lan, 2020; C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, Lan, et al., 
2020) over these individual regions of the world in terms of magnitude, height, and duration. 
Furthermore, there is no modeling study found able to show a significant amount of transport 
from Continental Southeast Asia to the Maritime Continent (Jeffrey S. Reid et al., 2013). Yet, 
due to the complexity of the geography, meteorology, and dynamics, as well as intense cloud-
cover in Southeast Asia, models provide an important component for improving the 
understanding of the sources and transport of aerosols over this region of the world (N.-H. Lin et 
al., 2013; J. S. Reid et al., 2012). 

This work reproduces the observed aerosol profile over this region more successfully 
than previous studies i.e. a significant amount of aerosols as high as 600mb and advected as far 
as the Western Pacific (Aouizerats et al., 2015), by introducing a variance maximization 
technique based on remotely sensed measurements of AOD, NO2 and CO to derive a unique top-
down spatial and temporal representation of the biomass burning source emissions profile 
(Cohen, 2014; Cohen & Wang, 2014; C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, Lan, et al., 2020; S. Wang et al., 
2020). The results of this method have been shown to be reliable over other biomass burning 
regions as well, based on comparison of the results against remotely sensed measurements not 
used to derive the emissions and AERONET and other surface measurement networks. There are 
4 significant differences in the emissions underlying these findings: first, the total magnitude is 
larger; second the burning occurs over a wider spatial distribution including in mountains and 
forested areas; third there is a significant amount of mass emitted above the boundary layer; and 
finally there is an increase in the total number of burning days. These differences in turn are the 
underlying reasons why the end results match more closely with independent measurements. In 
specific, this approach shows that in 2016, there was a significant transport of aerosols from 
Continental Southeast Asia to the Maritime Continent and equator, directly impacting Southern 
Thailand, Peninsular Malaysia, Singapore, and Sumatra. At the same time the region suddenly 
shifted from what is typical very wet to being extremely dry, allowing for little to no removal of 
aerosols transported in this direction. These findings have been partially observed by a study 
using joint measurements of AOD, NO2, and CO (C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, & Lan, 2020; Stavrakou 
et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2013), but have never previously been successfully modeled. 

This work further raises the point that the intense amount of aerosols emitted and/or the 
heat from the biomass burning may themselves impact the atypical meteorology, in turn altering 
the ultimate transport pathway (Jin & Wang, 2017; J. S. Reid et al., 2016). Since biomass 
burning aerosols contain copious amounts of BC and partially absorbing OC, they absorb 
radiation, which in turn cause the local atmosphere to warm up, inducing changes in the vertical 
temperature distribution and the dynamics (Jin & Wang, 2017; Sato et al., 2003; Tao et al., 
2012). A single recent paper has argued this is the case when the aerosols are exclusively trapped 
in the boundary layer over this part of the world (Xue et al., 2020), while many papers have 
shown this to be the case when aerosols exist over the boundary layer, although such has only 
been demonstrated in different parts of the world (C. Wang, 2013). The aerosols as produced in 
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Continental Southeast Asia have been demonstrated clearly, via direct lidar measurements as 
well as vertically resolved measurements of co-emitted species like CO, to be almost exclusively 
above the boundary layer in this part of the world during the local biomass burning season 
(Cohen et al., 2018; C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, & Lan, 2020; C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, Lan, et al., 2020; 
N.-H. Lin et al., 2013). For these reasons, the modeling work presented here also aims to explore 
the impact of such a large amount of aerosols above the boundary layer over this region of the 
world, and to understand what contribution if any to this unique event is being made through 
these dynamical/aerosol interactions. 

This work establishes that in fact the enormous biomass burning events in Eastern India 
and Northern Southeast Asia are an important and significant source of pollution to the Maritime 
Continent and in specific the middle free troposphere (in contradiction to (Bianchi et al., 2020)). 
This new finding depends on larger emissions, an expanded emissions source area and complex 
3-D transport mechanisms, and explains why such transport pathway has not been clearly 
established before. The resulting pathway of pollutants are demonstrated to be consistent with 
remotely sensed measurements in general and extreme events in particular. The observed and 
modeled loadings in theory should exhibit a significant forcing on the in-situ atmosphere, 
possibly linking the observed extreme heights to which the aerosols are observed to the complex 
terrain, unique and variable meteorology over these regions, and other factors which are not 
currently clearly understood, but are possibly linked to the effects of the aerosols themself. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 AERONET Climatology 
Aerosol Robotic Network AERONET (AERONET) project is a federation of ground-

based remote sensing aerosol networks established by NASA (Holben et al., 1998), using 
upward-looking ground-based measurements of aerosol optical depth (AOD) at eight 
wavelengths (0.34, 0.38, 0.44, 0.50, 0.67, 0.87, 0.94 and 1.02um), as well as inversion products 
such as single scatter albedo (SSA) and column total water vapor (O'Neill et al., 2003; Schuster 
et al., 2005), at more than 430 sites worldwide. In this work we employ measurements of AOD 
and angstrom exponent as well as inverse AAOD product (when AOD>0.4 (Cohen & Wang, 
2014)) using the all points Version 3 Level 2.0 data, from Jan 2010 to Dec 2018 at 10 sites 
located throughout Southeast Asia (Figure 1S). A few advantages of these measurements are that 
they function under very high values of AOD, they are more successful at filtering clouds from 
aerosols, they record multiple times a day, and finally that there are many more spectral channels 
available. All of this leads to lower error, improved reliability of the time variation of data at 
daily or even higher time scales, as well as higher precision and accuracy, as demonstrated in 
Southeast Asia by many previous studies (Cohen et al., 2018; S. Wang et al., 2020). 

2.2 TRMM Multi-Satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) Climatology 
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), an experimental satellite developed 

by The National Aeronautical and Space Administrations (NASA) of The United States and The 
National Space Development Agency (NASDA) of Japan, was launched in 1997 and closed in 
2015. Following the shutdown of the TRMM satellite, the TRMM multi-satellite precipitation 
analysis (TMPA) database using the 3B42 algorithm continues to be called TRMM Version 7. It 
provides meteorologists with a large number of meteorological data such as tropical ocean 
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precipitation, liquid water content in clouds and latent heat release (Huffman, 1997; Huffman et 
al., 2007; Rosenfeld, 1999). 

In specific, we employ daily TRMM measurements (Version7 Level 3) from 2010 to 
2018 over Southeast Asia, at a resolution of 0.25o X 0.25o. Due to the precipitation is influenced 
by monsoon and local pollution levels, and meanwhile it could remove the aerosols that 
monsoons bring from upstream and usually lead to the end of the fire season, it's important to 
understand precipitation. 

2.3 WRF-Chem Configuration 
Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) is a 

commonly used to compute meteorological (Fast et al., 2006; Grell et al., 2005) and the chemical 
transport equations of various tracers and chemical active species, at regional and meso scale 
(Girach et al., 2017; Kumar, Naja, Pfister, Barth, & Brasseur, 2012; Kumar, Naja, Pfister, Barth, 
Wiedinmyer, et al., 2012). This work used WRF-Chem version 3.6.1 to reproduce meteorology 
and atmospheric chemical composition over Southeast Asia including but not limited to 
turbulence, microphysical interactions, atmospheric chemical reactions, and aerosol processing. 
The meteorological fields were initialized using the National Centers for Environmental 
Prediction FiNaL reanalysis (NCEP-FNL) data, and the terrain data includes 24 land use 
categories from the U.S. geological survey. The chemical mechanism used is CBMZ, with the 
MOSIAC aerosol parameterization (Zaveri, Easter, & Peters, 2005; Zaveri, Easter, & Wexler, 
2005), so as to include an intermediate number of gasses (55 gasses, 134 photolysis reactions), 
and externally mixed aerosols (including sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, sea salt, organic carbon, 
black carbon, and in-situ water), including size-resolved thermodynamic equilibrium, deposition, 
nucleation, and coagulation. 

Southeast Asia is specifically defined in thus work as a mesh of 6.6km x 6.6km grids, 49 
layers high, over 124 (east-west) by 149 (south-north) grids covering the regions from [-9.1, 
26,3], [92.4, 122.6], with a maximum time-step of 2 minutes. The region was run from February 
1st to March 31st 2016, so that the known observed biomass burning sources in Myanmar, 
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, as well as regions which thought to possibly be 
impacted by downwind transport, including Greater China, Southern Thailand, Malaysia, 
Singapore, and Indonesia are all included (Figure 1S). 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 1. (a) Weighted sum of the first three EOFs (give in units of emissions - g/(km2*h)) and 
the associated first three PCs, which control the daily timing of the emissions weight; (b) 
Distribution of hotspots from Modis instrument(give in units of power - w/m2) and the associated 
time serials above 7oN; (c) Distribution of AOD from Modis instrument and the associated time 
serials above 7oN; (d) Distribution of CO from MOPPIT instrument (give in units of power - 
molecule/cm2) and the associated time serials above 7oN. 

2.4 New Daily, Chemically Consistent, Top-Down Emissions Inventory 
This work uses a newly derived top-down emissions inventory computed using Empirical 

Orthogonal functions (EOFs) and Principle Components (PCs) in connection with daily 
remotely-sensed column measurements of NO2 from the OMI satellite from 2016 over South 
Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia (Cohen, 2014; Cohen et al., 2017; C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, & 
Lan, 2020). The emissions are derived by selecting those spatially orthogonal maps which 
contribute at least 5% to the total variability, and using the associated temporal weighting of 
these maps to describe the constraints on the measured time series of NO2 from OMI, following 
(C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, Lan, et al., 2020). The net produced NO2 emissions have a 0.25o X 0.25o 
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spatial resolution and a daily temporal weighting. In this specific case, the resulting emissions 
depend on the weighted sum of the first 3 EOFs and the respective weighted first 3 PCs as given 
in (Figure 1). Biomass burning emissions of the other chemical species required to run WRF-
Chem, specifically including NO, CO, OC, HCHO, etc. are all scaled respectively based on the 
ratios of the emissions factors of the species concerned and NO2 as given by GFEDv4 (van der 
Werf et al., 2017). The only exception is that the emissions of BC are scaled so as to fall within 
the bounds provided by the global inversion of BC done by Cohen and Wang(Cohen & Wang, 
2014). This provides a set of emissions which are smooth and consistent as much as possible 
with both the new top-down NO2 spatial-temporal distribution, as well as other constraints from 
measurements where they exist. 

2.5 Daily Measurements of AOD and Fire Hot Spots from MODIS and CO from 
MOPITT 
Daily measurements of AOD at 3km resolution and FRP at 1km resolution were obtained 

from MODIS, and CO at 1o resolution from MOPITT over the domain of this study. Since these 
are measurements of aerosols and CO co-emitted from the same biomass burning and urban 
sources analyzed in this work and presented in section 2.4, they offer an independent basis point 
by which to evaluate the goodness of the model results and scientific findings based on the new 
top-down NO2 spatial-temporal distribution. Due to the fact that the total AOD and CO have 
different processes in-situ, these results provide support to whether or not the in-situ processing 
is also important. The mean daily values over the entire domain and their average time series 
computed between 7oN and 25oN from February 1st through March 31st for the three species are 
given in Figure 1 (B) (C) (D). 

2.6 Daily Measurements of AOD and Fire Hot Spots from MODIS and CO from 
MOPITT 
An explicit geospatial area [Tongue Region] unique to the high pollution days HSD and 

HDD is formed by comparing the difference of concentration of the single largest modeled 
component, BC4, between the high days and the climatology in Feb. and Mar. The BC4 is 
analyzed using two filters consistent with the tongue region both being polluted and having a 
change that is significant compared to the errors in the modeled fields and measurements. first, 
that the concentration on the high days is 25% larger than the climatology; and second that the 
ratio of the high days concentration to the climatology is at least a factor of 2. 

3 Results 
The new biomass burning emissions used in this work are found to occur throughout 

Eastern India, Myanmar, Northern Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam (Figure 1A) regions 
which tend to not have many densely populated urban areas and which have emissions 
dominated by fires (Figure 1B). Known urban areas in Northern Vietnam (co-located with the 
fires) and Southern Greater China, are found to be downwind (Figures 1C,1D). Additional high-
density urban areas are also found in Central Thailand south or west respectively of the biomass 
burning regions, Southern Vietnam (co-located with the fires), and much further afield in 
Southern Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, and Sumatra, more than 1000km to the South. 

AERONET AOD measurements are analyzed to independently and objectively determine 
which periods are fire-influenced and which are not at locations far away from the fire source 
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region (Table 1, Figure 2). This data provides a climatology of AOD and strong variations from 
this climatology, as a function of space and time, allowing for abnormally high periods of AOD 
to be distinguished. TRMM data differentiates the regions based on climatological and day-to-
day variation in rainfall, again allowing further analysis over a wide spatial scale of those regions 
influenced by rain or drought (Figure 3). 

3.1 Properties of AERONET AOD 
Ten sites from AERONET located in Southeast Asia were employed in this work to 

analyze the biomass burning season that occurred in 2016 (Figure 1S). Three of the sites (Chiang 
mai, Hanoi and Baclieu) are located in the biomass burning emissions source region, four of the 
sites (Hong Kong, Dongsha, Lulin, Taizhong) are located eastward from the biomass burning 
region, while the remaining three sites (Songkhla, Penang and Singapore) are located southward 
from the source region. Normally, during this season pollutants are transported from west to east 
with the shifting of the monsoon, with downwind transport taking a few days up to a week to 
appear in Guangdong and Hong Kong, Dongsha, and ultimately Taiwan. 

In a typical year during February and March, there is heavy rain at Songkhla, Penang and 
Singapore, which typically are clean. However, in February and March of 2016 the three 
southern sites were found to have extremely high AOD 440nm measurements on six days, 
supporting the idea that these pollutants originated elsewhere and were advected to this region 
(Figure 2). A comparison against measurements during the annually recurring biomass burning 
time from February and March, as well as the overall climatology from 2010-2018 both reveal 
that 2016 was abnormal in this respect. As a result, the subset of data from March 13th to March 
16th is hereafter labeled [HSD] and the subset of data from March 15th to 18th is subsequently 
labeled [HDD]. These specific cutoffs are chosen when there is a continuous surge of the AOD 
440nm measurements over 0.4 for the entire period of interest at the entire group of source 
region sites and/or southern downwind region sites respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2. Time series of daily average measurements of AERONET AOD at 440nm and 
Angstrom coefficient from 440nm to 675nm 

In Chiang Mai and Hanoi, the 2016 mean HSD AOD values are 1.14 and 1.56 
respectively, an increase of 20% and 77% compared to the climatological biomass burning 
season. During the HSD time period in Chiang mai the AAOD was as high as 0.12, a 20% 
increase over the climatological value, while at the same time the Angstrom Exponent was about 
1.5, indicating that the emitted BC was consistent with fresh and small particles (since there is 
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little to no dust in this region (Cohen & Wang, 2014), changes in the AAOD are highly 
representative of changes of the BC). In Hanoi, the Angstrom Exponent was found to be about 
1.1, which is still representative of relatively small particles, but still particles which are far 
larger than the normal biomass burning time of 1.3 in this region. This set of results is consistent 
with Chiang Mai and Hanoi both being source regions, while Hanoi itself is also downwind with 
respect to particles exported from Chiang Mai and other far-upwind source regions, all mixed 
together with its otherwise typical urban signal. Overall, these results are consistent with the 
HSD time period in 2016 being an exceptionally large burning event. 

Baclieu south of the west-to-east Chiang Mai to Hanoi advective route, although it is 
located upwind from the portion of the source region defined by the second EOF and PC. 
Although this region may be either dry or wet, with influence from both the north and the south, 
in 2016 during the HSD and the HDD the AOD is found to have values of 0.63 and 0.61, a 
respective increase of 47% and 42% over the typical biomass burning period. In terms of AAOD, 
the value is found to by 0.036 on HDD, a 24% increase in BC from a typical season. The 
Angstrom Exponent was found to be 1.44 and 1.39, which is a 11.6% and 7.8% decrease 
respectively, corresponding to a higher fraction of newer and hence smaller particles, consistent 
with a higher than normal fraction of fresh biomass burning emissions. Similar to Hanoi, there is 
a sizable amount of local urban emissions, but during the HSD and HDD times, this is not shown 
to be too significant. The fact that Baclieu registers as being uniquely elevated during both time 
periods indicates that it is not only a source region, but also potentially a pathway by which the 
northern biomass burning sources ultimately transported to the south. 

Throughout the downwind regions, the magnitude of AOD reflects that the burning 
season of 2016 is atypical. The AOD at Dongsha is 0.28 higher compared with the general 
biomass burning climatology. HK, NCUEPA and Lulin are slightly lower in 2016 than the 
climatology, but this is not inconsistent, since on HSD and HDD days there was no data due to 
continuous cloud coverage. Secondly, the Angstrom Exponent measured at HongKong, 
Dongsha, and Lulin was smaller in 2016 compared to the other biomass burning years, indicating 
that the overall particles sizes were larger, consistent with a higher fraction of the total column 
aerosol being from ultra-long-range transport. Thirdly, the change of AAOD in the 2016 burning 
season seems to be only slightly lower in Dongsha and NCUEPA, while it is slightly higher in 
HK, even though the highest AAOD days at NCUEPA and HK had no measurements made due 
to cloud coverage. Similar patterns are observed in the AOD and MOPITT data further to the 
south over the South China Sea on these days, where there is no more large-scale cloud cover. 
These results are consistent with the fact that more aged aerosol will continue to acquire and/or 
grow a reflective/scattering shell around the BC core, leading to the aged aerosols possibly 
becoming less absorbing if the shell size grows too large (consistent with Cohen and Wang 
(Cohen & Wang, 2014) in this part of the world). 

Although Singapore, Songkhla and Penang are normally rainy and hence have a very low 
AOD in February and March, in 2016 the AOD values of these three sites on HDD were 0.5, 
0.51 and 0.55 respectively(Table 1), an increase of 0.06 to 0.12 compared to previous years, with 
the entirety of the difference occurring only over a small number of days. In addition, there is 
also a significant increase in the AAOD on the HDD days, from a climatological value of 0.012 
to a 2016 value of 0.044. These findings are all consistent with the measurements observed 
during the HSDs from the source regions of Chiang Mai and Hanoi, both the HDD days and 
HSD in Baclieu, and the high HDD in Songkhla, Penang, and Singapore. This is a first piece of 
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evidence to support that in 2016 there was a significant amount of transport of biomass burning 
from as far north and west as Western India, Myanmar, Northern Thailand, and Laos to these 
equatorial destinations. 

3.2 TRMM precipitation and WRF-Chem meteorology 
Consistent changes are observed in the precipitation and meteorological measurements 

supporting the idea of ultra-long-range transport of aerosol particles during the HSD and HDD in 
2016 as compared to the rest of 2016 and the biomass burning season climatology. First, the 
biomass burning season is always found to have less precipitation than the rest of the year north 
of 7oN, including both in the source regions and the typical downwind regions, stretching from 
Eastern India to the Western Pacific Ocean. In the biomass burning season, the rainfall in the 
south is mainly concentrated in the western and central parts of Indonesia, while the rainfall in 
the north, if any, is mainly concentrated in Southern Fujian and Taiwan (Figure 3). 

In 2016 during the HSD and HDD days, most of the sites had an even lower amount of 
rainfall than typical this time of the year (Table 2). For example, the rainfall during the burning 
season in Hanoi and Baclieu in previous years was found to be an extremely dry 0.4mm, 
although the rainfall in 2016 was 0.13mm, and both the HSD and HDD days were 0.01mm 
respectively. This finding is consistent with 2016 having both an increase in biomass burning 
emissions, and reduced removal of articles, both leading to an enhanced atmospheric loading. 
The net effect in turn leads to larger scale aerosol cooling at the surface and more intense heating 
in the lower free troposphere, possibly further drying the land, promoting expansion of the 
biomass burning. This could also produce currents due to the heating in the lower free 
troposphere. 

Different from other years, during 2016 the downwind areas in the east (including 
Guangdong, Hainan, northern South China Sea, Macau, Hong Kong, Fujian, and Taiwan) except 
for Dongsha (which was similarly drier than previous years) and NCU (which had slightly more 
rainfall than previous years) were all found to have more rainfall than normal. The specific 
difference between HSD, HDD and Climatology can be found in Figure 3(D, E, F), showing that 
there was a shift in the rainfall pattern this year to the south, with more rainfall over the Northern 
South China Sea and some parts of Fujian, while less fell inland. Further complicating this issue 
is that the overall wetter environment, seemingly shifted southward, was observed to be slightly 
smaller on HSD and smaller still on HDD days. 

Furthermore, during the HSD and the HDD days, the overall precipitation from 5oN to 
about 1oS has been reduced enormously. Areas over land such as in southern Thailand, southern 
Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore, the North Coast of Borneo, and the central and southern South 
China Sea were all found to be much drier than average. In particular, there was no rain recorded 
at the Songkhla, Penang, and Singapore AERONET sites throughout this period of time. 
Furthermore, there was a reduction of the normally heavy precipitation observed during the HDD 
throughout Sumatra, Malaysian Borneo, Western Indonesian Borneo and the region of the South 
China Sea in between these land areas. 

In terms of meteorology, aerosols emitted from Eastern India, Myanmar, Northern 
Thailand, Laos and Northern Vietnam will have a high chance of being caught in the Southern 
Himalaya up-slope currents (Stone et al., 2010; Venzac et al., 2008) as well being co-emitted 
with buoyancy from biomass burning (Cohen et al., 2018; S. Wang et al., 2020). These two 
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effects lead to a significant amount of aerosols and trace gasses (C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, Lan, et 
al., 2020) being lofted high above the boundary layer over this region, from 850mb up to 650mb. 
In a normal year during February and March, due to change in the Monsoon’s direction, the wind 
at this height flows from the west to the east, extending into the Pacific. 

The climatology of the meteorological field on HSD and HDD (Figure 4), both show the 
wind divided by a line at about 12oN, above which the wind blows from southwest to northeast, 
and below which the wind flows from northeast to southwest. The general climatology of the 
February and March wind fields from (from 700mb-950mb) show significant differences as a 
function of level and location. The wind fields in particular near the ground at 950mb and 900mb 
both show a very strong Northeast to Southwest wind extending from Southeastern Greater 
China to the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra, with almost no air flow over Thailand, Laos, and 
Northern Vietnam, and a strong Southwest to Northeast flow from Bangladesh and Myanmar 
through Yunnan. At 850mb to 800mb there is a strong break-point in the wind occurring as a 
continuous line from about 15oN in the western portion of the domain studied to about 20oN in 
the eastern portion of the domain studied. The wind blows strongly from the southwest to the 
northeast north of this line, and strongly from the northeast to the southwest south of this line. 
Climbing to 750mb to 700mb, this bifurcation in the wind field continues to move southward. 
Although still anchored at about 15oN in the west, it has shifted down elsewhere and resides at 
around 17oN in the east. There is another break point in the meteorology observed at about 2oN 
found from 800mb and lower, which is consistent with the shift in the northward edge of the 
intense precipitation measured by TRMM over this region. What is interesting is that this gap 
does not extend east from Singapore at 750mb and seems to only exist over the Indian Ocean at 
700mb. 

During the special 6-day event examined in this work in 2016, the very high 
measurements of AOD seem to correspond to a southward perturbation in the atmosphere, as 
compared to what is typically observed (Figure S2). Based on the meteorology observed over the 
period, this finding is consistent with a source capable of first lofting the aerosols over the 
Central, Western South China Sea (from 20oN to 17oN) into the lower free troposphere (850mb 
to 700mb), followed by being caught in the strong Northeast to Southwest flow which then 
formed during the special days analyzed from the Central, Western South China Sea towards 
Southern Thailand and the Malay Peninsula. This is consistent with a source originating in the 
lower free troposphere over northern Continental Southeast Asia and transported to the east 
many days before, only to be re-directed to the Southwest during this special period of time. 

These observed southward shift in the general precipitation pattern throughout this region 
from TRMM is consistent with the enhancement of the emissions due to the ultra-dry conditions 
over the source regions. This is supported by evidence in the precipitation and wind fields, which 
show a very clear Southward push in cold air leading to precipitation over Guangxi, Guangdong, 
Fujian, and Taiwan, as well as the Northern South China Sea, as well as the strong dry air 
advecting south over Southern Vietnam, Northern Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Sumatra and 
the Southern South China Sea down to the Borneo boarder. While these results do not attribute 
the shift in to the southwest that occurred during this time, the story is consistent with the idea 
that the extremely high loadings of BC generated and found over both the land and the South 
China Sea during this time having an impact on the meteorology itself, further reinforcing this 
southwestward flow, as observed by (C. Wang, 2013). 
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Table 1. Statistics of daily AERONET version 3 level 2.0 measurements of AOD at 440nm and Angstrom coefficient from 440nm to 
675nm over the polluted regions 

 
 

  
Chiang 

Mai Hanoi Baclieu Dong 
Sha HK NCUE

PA Lulin Singapore Songkh
la Penang 

AOD 

Climatology 0.55 0.83 0.32 0.39 0.55 0.49 0.71 0.48 0.29 0.39 
Burning Season 

Climatology 0.84 1.19 0.41 0.56 0.60 0.67 0.47 0.50 0.31 0.41 

2016 Burning 
Season 0.95 0.88 0.43 0.84 0.42 0.64 0.34 0.41 0.45 0.43 

High Source Days 1.14 1.56 0.63 NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.41 0.45 0.62 
High Destination 

Days 0.80 NaN 0.61 NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.50 0.51 0.55 

Angstr
om 

Climatology 1.43 1.29 1.15 1.18 1.31 NaN 1.25 1.40 1.16 1.33 
Burning Season 

Climatology 1.58 1.28 1.21 1.27 1.28 NaN 1.30 1.28 1.20 1.36 

2016 Burning 
Season 1.51 1.31 1.29 1.22 1.21 NaN 1.19 1.17 1.37 1.39 

High Source Days 1.50 1.12 1.44 NaN NaN NaN NaN 1.36 1.59 1.47 
High Destination 

Days 1.53 NaN 1.39 NaN NaN NaN NaN 1.42 1.48 1.53 

AAOD 

Climatology 0.105 0.067 0.037 0.032 0.046 0.038 0.032 0.028 0.039 0.036 
Burning Season 

Climatology 0.135 0.111 0.040 0.043 0.038 0.045 0.033 0.020 0.050 0.038 

2016 Burning 
Season 0.101 0.148 0.029 0.033 0.041 0.044 NaN 0.009 0.045 0.042 

High Source Days 0.120 NaN 0.025 NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.006 0.043 0.034 
High Destination 

Days 0.089 NaN 0.036 NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.012 0.046 0.044 
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Climatol

ogy 

Burning 
Season 

Climatology 

2016 
Burning 
Season 

High 
Source 
Days 

High 
Destination 

Days 
Overall 6.52  4.13  4.32  3.75  3.28  
North 5.63  1.46  1.11  0.97  0.68  

South 7.58  7.25  8.05  6.98  6.31  
Chiang 

Mai 3.53  0.45  0.13  0.00  0.00  

Hanoi 4.85  0.37  0.01  0.00  0.00  

Bac lieu 5.13  0.48  0.01  0.00  0.00  

Dong Sha 5.19  2.07  2.84  7.13  1.69  

HK 4.31  1.79  2.44  0.00  0.00  

NCUEPA 4.27  2.88  5.28  26.83  7.29  

Lulin 5.86  1.32  2.06  9.37  0.00  

Singapore 6.24  4.91  4.17  0.00  0.00  

Songkhla 6.22  2.05  0.26  0.00  0.00  

Penang 7.34  5.11  1.13  0.00  0.00  

Table 2. TRMM precipitation data from Jan. 2010 to Dec. 2018, with the north/south regions 
separated at 7oN 
 

3.3 Spatio-temporal variation of BC concentration modeled with WRF-Chem 
In order to verify the hypothesis, an improved emission inventory was formed based on 

the first three principal components of the EOF of the daily OMI remotely sensed NO2 column 
loading. Both this measurement constrained emissions inventory [EOF-Emissions] of the 
extreme biomass burning events as well as the standard FINN-based hotspot emissions biomass 
burning inventory [Basic-Emissions] were used to drive WRF-Chem, and verify the possible 
transportation pathways of these extreme events. The focus of this modeling study is with respect 
to BC, since it is directly co-emitted with the NO2 from the biomass burning events, has a 
relatively long chemical lifetime, has a relatively long deposition lifetime under the dry 
conditions found over most of the region during this special event, and is rapidly removed due to 
precipitation, as demonstrated previously (Cohen, 2014; Cohen et al., 2018; Cohen & Wang, 
2014). 
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(a)  (b) 

(c)  (d) 

(e)  (f) 

(g)  (h) 
Figure 3. TRMM Climatology over the following times: (a) all months from 2010 through 2018, 
(b) all February and March days from 2010 through 2018, (c) all days February and March days 
in 2016, (d) high source days only, (e) high destination days only, (b) – (c), (b) – (d), (b) – (e)) 
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Figure 4. Climatological winds for all days in February and March 2016 given at different 
heights from 950mb up to 700mb 

Within BC is tracked over 6 size bins in WRF-Chem and determined by mass to mostly 
be in size bins 3 to 6 (corresponding 156.3-312.5nm, 312.5-625nm, 625-1250nm, and 1250-
2500nm) hereafter referred to BC3, BC4, BC5 and BC6 respectively. Due to the long time 
required to transport over such distances, the BC is expected to undergo depositional growth due 
to co-emitted semi-volatile species as well as NO2 and SO2 oxidized in the atmosphere in-situ 
(Jimenez et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2018). Therefore, a consistent story is obtained by showing 
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clearly that smaller sized particles dominate near the sources and grow as they travel downwind. 
Furthermore, at the concentrations observed, the absorption of a significant amount of solar 
radiation should occur, making a significant contribution to the in-situ heating of the atmosphere 
and henceforth on the energy balance and dynamics of the atmosphere over this region (Cohen et 
al., 2017; C. Wang, 2007). 

The differences in the BC concentration loadings between the overall BC climatology 
from February 1st through March 31st is given in Figure 5. First, it is observed that the Basic-
Emissions case does not yield long-range transport of BC over most of the South China Sea, only 
advecting as far as Vietnam, the Beibu Gulf and Hainan. Second, it is observed that the Basic-
Emissions cases do not yield long-range transport south of 12oN. Third, the column loading of 
BC3, BC4, BC5, and BC6 in the Basic-Emissions case are a factor of a minimum of 6.6 (BC3) to 
a maximum of 11.9 (BC4) smaller than in the EOF-Emissions case over the [maximum region] 
(defined from 12oN to 26.3oN and 92.4 oE to 122.6oE) (Figure S4 and Figure S5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Climatology of total column BC concentrations over sizes 3 to 6 over all days using 
the EOF emissions 

The climatology of the EOF-emissions case shows that the amount of BC mass ranges 
from least to most in size 3, 5, 6, and 4, with a climatological mean weighted concentration over 
the [maximum region] from 950mb to 700mb ranging from 0.66 ng/g (BC3) to 1.5 ng/g (BC4) 
(Figure S4, FigureS5). The spatial distribution shows the highest levels of BC over the biomass 
burning source regions in the north, with a smaller but still significant burden over emissions 
regions in the south. Second, there is a significant amount of eastward transport observed at all 
size ranges of BC, with the smaller sizes (BC1 and BC2) having a significant amount of 
transport two-thirds of the way across the South China Sea (to about Dongsha Island) and the 
larger size ranges (BC3 to BC6) exhibiting eastward transport all the way to Taiwan or beyond 
into the Pacific Ocean, consistent with the flow induced by the Indian Ocean monsoon on 
observations of CO (C. Lin, Cohen, Wang, Lan, et al., 2020). Third the geographic spread of 
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BC4 has the largest total area, reaching as far east as the Western Pacific Ocean, as far South as 
7oN, as far southeast as the Philippines, and as far southwest as the Indian Ocean. Similarly, the 
spread of BC5 and BC6 is similar east-west to BC3, but slightly stronger north-south more 
similar to BC4, consistent with the transport pathway to the south only occurring for more aged 
particles. 

The specific spatial distribution of the BC is significantly different from the climatology 
on the six HSD and HDD days (Figure 6), especially so for BC3 to BC6. First, there is a 
significant amount of additional BC transported to the East, from as far north as the East China 
Sea, to as far south as Minando. Secondly, there is a significant loading flowing Southwest 
reaching through the Gulf of Thailand, the Southern South China Sea, the Malay Peninsula and 
Singapore, to Sumatra. Overall, there is a significant amount of black carbon particles that have 
moved thousands of kilometers away from the source region, with the vast majority found over 
the China South Sea and with such a magnitude that it contributes significantly to the AOD even 
in urban areas far downwind, as observed in Guangdong, Fujian, Taiwan and the Northern 
reaches of the South China Sea. The heating generated by such a significant spread and 
concentration of BC will likely modify the West to East flow associated with the Indian 
Monsoon, pushing it further to the South, consistent with the southward shift of precipitation 
from 3oN to 5oN to 2oN to 3oS as observed during these high pollution days. Similarly, in the 
Southeastern parts of the South China Sea, the precipitation line and the BC concentration line 
have also both been observed to shift Southward from 7oN to 2oS. Finally, the high modeled 
loadings of BC3 and BC4 are consistent with the observations of AAOD and Angstrom 
Exponent from medium sized particles observed at AERONET stations in Southern Thailand, 
Malaysia, and Singapore during this time. 

 

 

Figure 6. Climatology of column BC concentration for sizes 3 to 6 over the high pollution days 
using the EOF emissions 
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In general, the flow is found to occur from the west to the east throughout the highly 
polluted period, with the source region focused on the southern side of the Himalayas from 
Eastern India through Northern Vietnam. The outward flow generally stops at the Beibu gulf or 
Hainan island at 950mb, flowing through Dongsha Island at 900mb, and flowing all the way 
across Taiwan into the western Pacific from 850mb through 700mb. There is not found to be 
significant North to South flow on the first day, except for a small amount of flow from 850mb 
to 750mb over the western part of the South China Sea, and only as far south as the tip of 
Vietnam. On the second and third days, there is a detachment of the flow, with a significant 
amount of the East-West flow either continuing towards the east if it is north of 17oN or 
redirecting towards the South and Southwest if it is south of 17oN. This pattern is found to be 
especially true from 850mb through 750mb. It is observed that there is some downwelling south 
of 17oN from the Southward and Southwestward branch, ultimately mixing back into the levels 
from 950mb to 900mb. At 700mb and above during this time, there is only a continuation of the 
west to east pattern, except for right along the coast of Vietnam. On the fourth day there is a  

 

 

 

Figure 7.The difference in BC concentration for sizes 3 to 6 between the high pollution days and 
all days in February and March, as well as the definition of the tongue region, driven by EOF 
emissions 
 
considerable southwestward flow from 900mb through 800mb, while at the same time there 
appears to be a downward mixing and flow allowing the material to mix down to 900mb, and 
causing the 750mb level and above to shift back into a West to East flow. On the fifth day, this 
continues, with there being strong flow to the Southwest from 850mb to 950mb, more downward 
flow and mixing the further south the particles travel, with the remaining particles at 800mb and 
above now switching back into a more typical West to East flow. On the final day the 
southwestward flow seems to weaken and the remaining aerosols that have been advected into 
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the region slow down, leading to stagnation and some dilution into the Eastern Indian Ocean and 
over Northern and Central Sumatra. With the flow now shut down, the aerosols here are slowly 
removed over the next few days due to dry deposition and the short-scale but intense localized 
convection found throughout the region. 

This resulting flow is consistent with the timing and magnitude of the AERONET 
measurements in Southern Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore. Consistently across these results, 
the aerosol transported far to the South seems to have a maximum to minimum concentration 
range of BC4, BC3, BC5, and BC6. Given that there are no emissions of BC in any size range 
larger than BC3, this is consistent with a significant amount of growth of the BC in-situ over a 
period of many days. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Vertical distribution of BC concentrations latitudinally averaged over the tongue 
region for sizes 3 to 6 for both all days (left) and high pollution times only (right) for the EOF 
emissions case 

The region of maximal concentration on the HSD and HDD days [tongue region] (Figure 
7, pink outline) is found to extend from Taiwan to Singapore during the high pollution days, with 
the largest differences observed over the Central parts of the South China Sea, Hainan, 
Cambodia, Southern Vietnam, Southern Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. Given that most of 
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the regions within the tongue region are generally found to be clean, the observed loadings and 
any subsequent radiative effects are both significant. The latitudinal mean over each model grid 
in a west-to-east manner across the tongue region as a function of the height of the modeled BC 
(Figure 8) demonstrates that the vertical climatological distribution of the BC over the Tongue 
region (i.e. not during the six highly polluted days) is mostly confined between 25oN and 15oN, 
and from the surface through about 850mb. However, on the high pollution days, there is a vastly 
different spatial structure, with BC3 expanding from 12oN to 25oN from the surface up through a 
top of 750mb to 650mb, with the loadings above the level rapidly removed by deep convection. 
Furthermore, BC3 is found to have a significant southward branch occurring from 950mb 
through 750mb down to 5oN, from which some of it diffuses all the way to the equator, some of 
its ages and grows into BC4 and some is removed due to deep convection and wet deposition. 
BC4 experiences a pattern similar to BC3 the notable differences being a slightly higher loading 
up to 800mb in the climatology, slightly more Equatorial flow during the extreme days, and a 
higher concentration almost everywhere not near the surface. BC5 and BC6 are more similar to 
BC4, with the exception that their concentrations are lower everywhere, due to the fact that there 
is insufficient time for significant growth into these even larger sizes. 

5 Conclusions 
This work quantifies the impact of a new top-down emissions inventory constrained by 

NO2 column measurements of biomass burning from Eastern India through Northern Vietnam in 
February and March 2016 on the spatial and vertical distribution of black carbon particles and 
their subsequent long-range transport. Since the emissions used are based on NO2, therefore the 
only connection between the measured and modeled aerosols and the emissions occurs at the 
place and time where the aerosols and NO2 are co-emitted (including any rapid spread in the 
vertical). This approach uses definitive concentrations in the air, as compared with indirect 
measurements of FRP which may be masked or otherwise not related to emissions in the case of 
peat or wet ground. This approach also goes above and beyond the more standard approach of 
merely scaling known spatial and temporal distributions of fire emissions, which as 
demonstrated due to the fact that there are previously unidentified source regions, cannot 
reproduce the findings observed here. 

There is a further emphasis on a six-day extreme pollution incident that occurred from 
March 13th to March 18th 2016, extending from the Southern foothills of the Himalayas all the 
way to the Western Pacific Ocean to the east and Sumatra to the South. While climatologically 
there are annually occurring biomass burning events from Eastern India through northern 
Vietnam as observed in this work as well as recently by MOPITT in other work, none of these 
have been incorporated into the current generation of fire emissions inventories. This years event 
was shown to be even larger in spatial and temporal scope, reaching into regions usually 
inundated by Monsoon rains at this time in Southern Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and 
Sumatra. This approach shows clearly that the only way to match the measured extreme loadings 
of mid-tropospheric aerosols, CO, precipitation, and wind, is to use the new satellite-constrained 
top-down emissions dataset based on variance-maximization of NO2 columns in combination 
with the 3-D transport and chemical growth and in-situ processing as modeled in WRF-CHEM. 

The specific differences underling this finding are first that the region from Eastern India 
through Northern Vietnam has a large amount of lofted aerosols from a combination of heat from 
newly identified burning sources and upslope winds. These are subsequently transported from 
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west to east while continue to undergo growth and in-situ processing with a significant amount 
of BC aerosol advected to Hainan (BC2), Dongsha (BC3) and as far as Taiwan Island and the 
Western Pacific (BC4 and BC5), as well as further North and further South from (25oN to 12oN). 
This specific pattern is observed in the free troposphere, with aerosols found relatively 
consistently from 850mb up through 750mb, and as high as 650mb over a sizable part of the 
region. Secondly, during the high pollution days, there is a tongue shaped region which 
constrains a large branch of aerosols advected to the south and southwest, as far south as 2oN-
3oS, as measured in Southern Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, and Sumatra, a finding which is 
unprecedented this time of year due to typical Monsoon Rains extending to 5oN-2oS. Over this 
tongue shaped region, the particles were found to transport mostly initially from 700mb to 
750mb (from 15oN to 10oN), from 800mb to 850mb from (12oN to 2oN, and from 900mb to 
950mb from 10oN to 2oS), with diffusion and small-scale convection mixing the aerosols 
downward as they transport southward, and large-scale deep convection providing removal from 
the top layers via uplift and subsequent wet deposition. The induced atmospheric heating induced 
by such a substantial amount of BC aerosol, and reconfirmed by AAOD measurements from 
AERONET is consistent with a plume capable of self-stabilization and moderate convective 
suppression, consistent with both the results obtained and theory. 

The new emissions lead to a source region having a large source spread over the 
geographic regions south of the Himalayas, which are ultimately advected upwards and into the 
correct place and at the correct height over the South China Sea to be able to get caught into the 
southward and southwestward advection regime and ultimately be transported to the equator. In 
most emissions databases, there are not enough emissions from this northern region, while those 
in the southern region do not have access to mountains to induce additional lofting. Furthermore, 
the higher amount of emitted NO2 indicates more co-emitted heat and therefore buoyancy. Hence 
the combination of being in the proper place, at the right time, combined with a sufficiently large 
source strength are all required to enter into the Southward and Southwestern flow. Furthermore, 
since the BC in the Basic-emissions case is not in the free troposphere, subsequent radiative 
stabilization does not occur to keep the aerosols in-situe for a long enough time. 

Given the extremely high loadings of aerosols found within urban areas in Southeast Asia 
during these extreme events, which otherwise should be clean due to heavy rain, this paper helps 
provide context into better understanding the causes and magnitudes of the contributions to such 
special events. Furthermore, it provides a consistent and hereas new pathway through which the 
aeorsols enter the free troposphere in Monsoon Asia. It is hoped that these new approaches can 
provide useful information for understanding health and climate impacts as well as a path 
towards towards mitigation for these rapidly developing regions of the world. Obvious 
challenges remain to expand the number of available emissions species, to incorporate more 
measurements, to expand these results beyond this year and this geographic region, and to better 
account for uncertainties in the measurements and the models. However, it is hoped that this 
work can help demonstrate clearly the need to take these steps and provide a roadmap for the 
community to move to the next level of biomass burning emissions and long-range transport 
studies and analyses. 
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